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February l, 1992 

The Honorable John Conyers, Jr. 
Chairman, Committee on Government Operations 
House of Representatives 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 
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CERCLA-~also known as Superfund-7requires respon8i~le)' 
parties to hazardous waste sites and other 
dangerous chemica releases or ,to reimburse the government 
for the cost . CERCLA,·. past and. present 
own~rs and qperators, transporters, and generators of 
hazardous waste are ly, jo Iy and severally liable 
for hazardous waste cleanup.2 
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for disposal or treatment, of DOD hazar<tous s1.3bstances. 4 

Ifb.ere the cleanup site is a DOD facility, S DOD shares 
liability witt "s~ contractors who operate<t the facility 
or tranaporte<t or qenerated the hazar<tous waste .. ~ .. 

Because the standard of liability under CERCLA is strict 
liability,' it is not relevant to CERCLA liablity whether 
or not a government contractor's practices were improper. 
A potentially responsible party's (PRP) claim that it 
exercised due care or was not negligent thus cannot be used 
to avoid liability under the statute. Rather, a pap may 
escape liability only by showing that the release and 
resulting pollution or damages were caused by (1) an act of 
God, (2) an act of war, (3) an act or omission of a third 
party or pap contractor, provided the PAP exercised due care 
or (4) a combination of the above. 

DOD and 11 only rarely be able to avoid 
liability for cleanup using the listed defense. since 
DOD and DOD contractors typically experience a release and 
resulting damages the course of normal operationa, which 
cannot be easily characterized as acts of God or an act of 
war. Neither will the third party defense normally be . 
available DOD or the contractor since the release and 
resulting damaqes as the result. of SOM 
or omission of a employee or agent, or of DOD'. prima 
contractor's employee,· agent, or subcontractor. If DOD and 

contractors can be characterized as an ·owner, 
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qenerator, or transporter," t.hey will likely be st.ri.ct.ly 
liable under CSaCLA for hazardous waste cleanup costs,,' 

AlIa.ability Limitations 

1ft your let.ter you express concern that taxpayers may be 
paying for cleanup attribut.able t.o a qovernment contractor's 
improper waste disposal practices, expenses that you suggest 
should be borne by the polluter. 

There are, at present, no specific provisions either (1) 
CSaCLA; (2) 10 U.S.C. § 2324, "Allowable costs under defense 
contracts"; (3) the Federal AcquiSition Regulation (FAR) 
part on contract cost principles and procedures; or (4) the 
Defense Federal Acquisition Regulat.ion Supplement, governing 
the allowability of costs incurred by a government 
contractor in complying with various laws and regulations 
for protect or cleanup of the environment. Consequent , 

the contract reimbursement provisions·, a 
contractor may, as a matter accounting practice, treat 
allocable port CERCLA cleanup costs as "ordinary and 
necessary business overhead" expenses, which would be 
reimbursable if ., federal 
procurement regulat 

As a qeneral a lowable if meets the 
criteria for each the factors set out FAR S 31. 
(1) reascnableness, (2) locability, (3) compliance with 
cost accounting standards, (4) compliance with contract 
terms, and (5) meet any other specific FAR limitations. 1o 

Particularly relevant allowability of environmental 
cleanup costs are ions re to tines and 
penalties. The FAR, a 1 10 U®SeCe 



S 2324 (e) (1) (0), provides that costs of fine.~Dd.'~~~J.t~~~i 
resulting from violations of, or failure ofit.he.C()Deractor .. 
to comply with, federal,. state, or local la,-slu,d •..... ...•.. . . 
regulat.ions A.re unallowable, except when inc(lrreci<asa 
re.ult. of contract compliance or written instJ:'uct;on.sfrom 
the contracting officer. FAR S 31.2J)5-1S.* .. Environmental 
Protection Agency consent decrees d.~inin9the scope of. a 
contractor's CERCLA liability may state specifically that 
the payment Itis not a penalty or monetary sanction." 
Because liability under CERCLA depends on whether a 
contractor fits the descriptions in 42 U.S.C" S 9607(a) 
relating to owners, operators, and transporters or 
generators of hazardous waste rather than on a determination 
that the contractor has violated a federal, state or local 
law, it is questionable whether CERCLA cleanup costs could 
be disallowed on the ground that they are fines or 
penalties .. 

CERCLA cleanup s included as overhead a cost 
reimbursement must also be reasonable in order to 
be allowable. A is reasonable if, its nature and 
amount., does exceed that which would be incurred by a 
prudent person conduct.ing a competitive busin •• s. 
FAR S 31.201-:L addit. whether the cost is of ;the 
type generally recognized as ordinary and necessary to~ the 
conduct of the s business, reasonablen ••• 
considerations include determinations of compliance with 
federal and state laws and regulations and the contractor's 
responsibilities the government and the public at larqe. 
FAR § 31.201-3(0). In any event, reasonableness 
determinations are necessarily made on a case-by-case basis 
and include consideration of all the facts and circumstances 
surrounding the environmental cleanup. We expect tnatour 
continuing work in response request will address how 
agencies have treated the contractor's actions 
determining whether allow CERCLA cleanup " 




